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Introducing Cherry Remote Call
Cherry Remote Support’s 10,000 customers worldwide
include major manufacturers of PCs and mobile devices,
telecom companies and financial services leaders.


Cherry Remote Support is a remote support solutions
service that lets you remotely control any computer from
anywhere in the world.


It gives customer support agents the tools they need to
quickly and seamlesly resolve any issue a client may have,
with a click of the button.

Lots of time for few solutions
Traditional call centers and customer

support suffer from serious limitations.


Nearly 80% of people still prefer to use
phones to troubleshoot issues.

But 65% of most CS calls are spent
identifying and analyzing issues.

Just 35% is spent finding solutions and
fixing issues.
Shorter, more effective consultations
lead to more satisfied customers and
reduced corporate costs.


Remote support helps achieve this,
reducing consultation time by 76%.


And what’s more, most of that time is
spent on problem solving.


One company using Cherry Remote
Support not only reported 94% customer
satisfaction with support calls, but also
reduced support costs by 80%.
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Cherry Remote Support: 

An onsite technician
anywhere in the world
Cherry Remote Support provides
customer support agents with the tools
they need to quickly and seamlessly
resolve any issue a client may have.


It’s like becoming an onsite technician from
anywhere in the world.


Cherry Remote Support allows remote
access and control of computers and
mobile devices, as well as live video
assistance for onsite troubleshooting.


It’s a universal solution that supports
Windows and Mac operating systems, as
well as all Android and iOS devices.




Real world success
More than 10,000 companies in 155 industries rely on Cherry Remote Support,
giving it a leading market share across Asia.
Current clients include some of the world’s
biggest companies, like Samsung
Electronics, LG Electronics, NTT Docomo,
Lenovo, Toshiba, Fujitsu, Sharp, Dell,
Hyundai and POSCO, as well as most of
Korea’s major banks.

Korean government clients include the
Supreme Court, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Ministry of Defense, National Tax Office
and Seoul Metropolitan Government.
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A safe, secure solution
Cherry Remote Support offers customers a secure support environment, giving them total
control over their devices and information during a remote support session.

1
Allow customers to greenlight or block programs that
agents can access - for example, programs with
personal information such as contacts or pictures.

2
On mobile devices, customers can lock their screens or
terminate a session at any time, and on computers,
customers can limit agent access to keyboards or
mouse controls.

3

Administrators can group, limit or block agent
permissions based on registered IPs, IP groups or MAC
addresses. They can also create security parameters
and requirements for agent passwords.

4
Cherry Remote Support lets agents stay connected
even in poor network connectivity environments, if a
network is temporarily disconnected or the client
switches from WiFi to LTE.

5
Optimal connections are maintained through relay
stations in 15 regions around the world, with support in
seven languages: Korean, English, Japanese, Chinese,
French, Spanish and Portuguese.
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A pioneer with world class
technology and security
Cherry Remote Support’s technological
innovations are always one step ahead.


In 2001, the company introduced the
world’s first cloud-based remote support
software.


It is now changing the paradigm of remote
technology with WebRTC-based remote
software running directly on the web
without installation.

Cherry Remote Support’s
technology is already recognized
around the world.
The solution has proven itself not only in
the domestic market, but also in the
security-conscious Japanese market,
where it counts among its partners:
NTT Docomo

Konica Minolta

Hitachi Systems

NEC

NTT Data

SB Commerce and Service Corporation

Get in touch with our team
info@cherry-solutions.com
www.cherry-solutions.com
Cosmo Tower, 326, Wangsimni-ro,
Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
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